We analyze the mixing properties of the microfluidic herringbone configuration introduced to mix scalar substances in a narrow channel at low Reynolds but large Péclet numbers. Because of the grooves sculpted on the channel floor, substantial transverse motions are superimposed onto the usual longitudinal Poiseuille dispersion along the channel, whose impact on both the mixing rate and mixture content is quantified. We demonstrate the direct link between the flow kinematics and the deformation rate of the mixture's concentration distribution, whose overall shape is also determined. Two initially parallel miscible fluid streams flow at an average velocity u along a rectangular channel of small dimensions. By "small," we mean that the width, or height, of the channel's cross section, s 0 ͑typically 100 m; see, e.g., ͓1-3͔͒ is such that the Reynolds number Re= us 0 / , where denotes the kinematic viscosity, is not large enough for instabilities intrinsic to pipe flows to develop ͑say, ReՇ 100 ͓4͔͒. Let one of the streams carry a weakly diffusing dye. By "weak," we mean that the Péclet number Pe= us 0 / D, where D denotes the molecular diffusivity of the dye, is very large ͑typicallyϾ 10 3 ͒. Initially segregated, the dyed and diluting streams will eventually mix and relax toward a uniform state. If molecular diffusion were solely present, uniformity would require a time ϳs 0 2 / D. However, the viscous character of the flow and no-slip boundary condition at the channel walls induce internal shears in the fluid that alter significantly the kinetics of the mixing process both at low ͓5͔ and large ͓6,7͔ Péclet numbers, all the more if in addition the wall has significant topography ͓8,9͔. Similar effects are obtained when the rheology of the fluid is of a viscoelastic type, which mimic a turbulent stirring at viscously dominated scales ͓2͔.
Two initially parallel miscible fluid streams flow at an average velocity u along a rectangular channel of small dimensions. By "small," we mean that the width, or height, of the channel's cross section, s 0 ͑typically 100 m; see, e.g., ͓1-3͔͒ is such that the Reynolds number Re= us 0 / , where denotes the kinematic viscosity, is not large enough for instabilities intrinsic to pipe flows to develop ͑say, ReՇ 100 ͓4͔͒. Let one of the streams carry a weakly diffusing dye. By "weak," we mean that the Péclet number Pe= us 0 / D, where D denotes the molecular diffusivity of the dye, is very large ͑typicallyϾ 10 3 ͒. Initially segregated, the dyed and diluting streams will eventually mix and relax toward a uniform state. If molecular diffusion were solely present, uniformity would require a time ϳs 0 2 / D. However, the viscous character of the flow and no-slip boundary condition at the channel walls induce internal shears in the fluid that alter significantly the kinetics of the mixing process both at low ͓5͔ and large ͓6,7͔ Péclet numbers, all the more if in addition the wall has significant topography ͓8,9͔. Similar effects are obtained when the rheology of the fluid is of a viscoelastic type, which mimic a turbulent stirring at viscously dominated scales ͓2͔.
The way fluid stirring and molecular diffusion cooperate in hastening the mixing process is readily understood by focusing first on how the flow kinematics increases material contours lengths ͑see, e.g., ͓10-13͔͒. In this Rapid Communication, we show how this directly measurable quantity allows us to infer the mixing time and the rate at which the mixture's concentration distribution p͑c , t͒ subsequently deforms as time t proceeds. An additional feature regarding the randomness of the flow studied here permits us to infer the overall shape of p͑c , t͒ as well.
We intend to depict the mixing properties of the staggered herringbone channel, a rectangular channel with grooves on its wall ͑see Figs. 1 and 2 and ͓1͔͒. Schematically, the flow is primarily a steady Poiseuille axial flow with transverse rearrangements that produce chaotic trajectories of fluid elements ͓14͔. Consider a blob of volume, say, s 0 3 , injected in the channel at time t = 0. The blob elongates in the direction of the main flow due the transverse shear at a rate ␣ ϳ u / s 0 so that its streamwise length L ʈ increases as
The groove-mediated chaotic rearrangements in the channel's cross section result in a sequence of stretch and fold motions realizing a nearly perfect Baker transform ͑see Fig.  1͒ , which leads to an exponential increase in the length of material lines,
in the plane perpendicular to the flow direction, clearly seen in Fig. 3 at the early stages of the process when the dye has not started to mix yet. The stretching rate ␥ is the inverse of the time spent by the mixture through one stirring cycle of the Baker transformation. The blob advected in this tortuous flow pattern thus progressively takes the shape of a convo-* Also at Institut Universitaire de France. villermaux@irphe.univmrs.fr 5 , labeled in units m of the stirring cycles ͑see ͓1͔ for the detailed procedure; the images above display the central portion in each section͒. In the first row labeled from m = 0 to 4, the field has been stirred, but does not mix yet: the field is essentially composed of concentration C = 0 and C = 1 regions, separated by sharp transitions. This allows measurement of the rate of increase of the net material contour length ͑shown as a dark line tracing the contour with C =1/ 2͒ as stirring cycles are accumulated. The second row of picture is the subsequent evolution of the mixture above the mixing cycle m s Ӎ 4 -5, and its progressive route toward uniformity.
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The blob expands linearly in time in the flow direction, but the main contribution to its net area increase comes from the radial multiplicative foldings in the cross-sectional plane.
The scalar field at the entrance of the channel is bimodal, with concentration C = 0 and C = 1 injected in streams of equal flow rate, so that the cross-sectionally averaged concentration remains equal to ͗C͘ =1/ 2 all along the channel. We will therefore count concentrations from the mean, defining c =2C − 1. Obviously, ͗c͘ = 0. The concentration profile of an elementary stretched sheet is governed by
which simplifies if written in a frame ͕x , y͖ in the channel's cross-section plane whose axes are aligned with the directions of maximal stretching and compression of the sheeti.e., u = ͑−x , y͒ with =−d ln͓s͑t͔͒ / dt. Thus Eq. ͑4͒ becomes
which expresses that concentration gradients are essentially zero along the lamellar structures formed by the stretch ͑see Fig. 1͒ and concentrate across the lamellae in the direction x aligned with the principal axis of the blob compression ͓11͔. This equation, where substrate stirring appears through the apparent stretching rate only, is solved in closed form ͓10,15͔ and it follows that from the mixing time
the maximal concentration c max in the sheet starts to decay as
while the thickness of the scalar gradient remains constant at ͱ D / ␥ ͑the Batchelor scale ͓16͔͒. Beyond the mixing time, the concentration profile c͑x , t͒ across a stretched sheet is, therefore,
with an essential invariance in the y direction. The above result holds as soon as the substrate deformation time ␥ −1 is shorter than the diffusion time s 0 2 / D-that is, for Peϵ ␥s 0 2 / D Ͼ 1. In units m of the stirring cycles in the staggered herringbone channel, Fig. 3 shows that the equivalence time-stirring cycles is ␥t = 0.63m. The number of units it takes for the stirred mixture to start to mix ͑equivalently the mixing distance͒ is thus expected according to Eq. ͑6͒ to vary like ln͑Pe͒, as noted in ͓1͔, and is also found for a different stirring protocol using droplets in curved channels ͓17͔. With Pe= 2 ϫ 10 5 as for the experiment analyzed here, one anticipates from Eq. ͑6͒ with ␣ / ␥ = O͑1͒ that m s Ӎ 4.5, in close agreement with the observed transitional value between a bimodal field, and a field in the process of being mixed ͑see also Fig. 4͒ . This suggests in particular that the fields we analyze are not dominated by slow motions near the walls or recirculating regions with closed streamlines, as it might be in other instances ͓18-20͔.
Note nevertheless that if the stretching of material lines were to be subexponential leading to, e.g.,
with ␤ some positive number as for flows dominated by persistent shear, then the mixing time would be ͓15͔ ␥t mix ϳ Pe 1/͑1+2␤͒ , ͑10͒
giving thus a power law dependence of the equivalent mixing distance on Pe, as observed with another stirring protocol in a similar context for which, however, the kinematics of the flow was not documented ͓3͔. Sheets are not isolated in the channel and, because of the confinement by the walls, unavoidably overlap and merge. The phenomenon, obvious in Fig. 1 , is precisely the one responsible for the ultimate spatial homogeneity of the mixture and is a common feature of mixtures evolving in a con- fined environment ͓15,21͔. We next calculate the overall concentration distribution p͑c , t͒ of the mixture. We will, in fact, devise an evolution equation for the maximal concentration c ϵ c͑0,t͒ by neglecting the contribution of the tails of the spatial profile c͑x , t͒ in Eq. ͑8͒, an assumption essentially valid for interacting stretched sheets ͓13͔. The distribution is affected by two ingredients, the first being the decay of the concentration levels according to Eq. ͑7͒ which, on ensemble average, is written ͳ ␦c ␦t ʹ = − ␥c and ͗c͘ = ͵ cp͑c͒dc = 0. ͑11͒
The second ingredient reflects the interaction between the sheets themselves. Owing to the linearity of the convectiondiffusion equation ͑4͒, that interaction is additive in concentration space. If moreover the addition of the concentration levels in the mixture is made at random, then the corresponding evolution rule for p͑c , t͒ is of a self-convolution type ͓15,22,23͔. This maximal randomness ideal limit is supported by the Poincaré sections of the present flow made in ͓14͔ showing that a set of material particles initially localized in small nearby puffs do explore the entire cross section of the channel in an intermingled fashion. An element of a stretched sheet with a given concentration c 1 is thus liable to merge with another one with concentration c 2 with a probability p͑c 1 , t͒p͑c 2 , t͒, with no correlation between the sheet's Lagrangian history and the rate of encounter with their neighbor, to give rise, an instant of time later after merging, to a concentration level c with probability p͑c , t + ␦t͒ = ͐p͑c 1 , t͒p͑c 2 , t͒dc 2 provided c = c 1 + c 2 . The continuous version of this evolution for p͑c , t͒ incorporating both ingredients is written in its most general form as
where stands for the convolution operator. The ͑null͒ average concentration is conserved by Eq. ͑12͒ provided ␥n = ṅ which defines, with ␥ constant, n͑t͒ as n͑t͒ = e ␥t . ͑13͒
A natural choice to look for a similarity solution for p͑c , t͒ is to count concentrations in units of the field standard deviation = ͱ͗c 2 ͘ − ͗c͘ 2 , with ͗c 2 ͘ = ͐c 2 p͑c , t͒dc. Since p͑c , t =0͒ = 1 2 ͓␦͑c −1͒ + ␦͑c +1͔͒ is the initial condition, one has from Eqs. ͑12͒ and
If time is further counted in units of n / ṅ , one thus looks for a similarity solution of the form ͓24͔
Taking the Fourier transform of Eq. ͑12͒ with p͑k , t͒ = ͐e ikc p͑c , t͒dc, one arrives at
The solution of Eq. ͑16͒ is
whose inverse in concentration space, with =1/ ͱ n, gives finally p͑c,n͒ = 2 3/4−n/2 n͑cn͒
where K 1/2−n is the modified Bessel function of the third kind of order 1 2 − n and sgn denotes the sign function. This distribution has large excursion exponential tails ͓25͔ characteristic of aggregation phenomena ͓3,15,23͔, p͉͑c͉ ӷ 1/ ͱ n,n͒ ϳ exp͑− ͱ 2n͉c͉͒,
͑19͒
while its core approximates to a Gaussian of variance 2 :
It is seen from Fig. 4 that Eq. ͑18͒ is not only a good fit of the overall concentration distribution shape for successive downstream locations in the channel ͑the bumps of the experimental distributions around the ideal ones are due to a lack of statistical convergence inherent to the limited size of the images͒, but that its rate of deformation, parametrized by n͑t͒ solely, closely follows the one anticipated from the rate of increase of material lines in the flow ͓see Eqs. ͑2͒ and ͑13͔͒, with no additional adjustable parameter. This demonstrates the intimate link between flow kinematics and mixing state of the system. Each concentration level in the mixture at a given instant of time results from the merging of n 2 is the number of sampled pixels in each image. The successive sections are labeled in units of the stirring cycles m. For m Ͻ m s Ӎ 4 -5, the scalar field is still bimodal, while for m Ͼ m s , it mixes and its concentration content is well represented by Eq. ͑18͒. The best fit ͑solid line͒ is obtained by adjusting n, whose value for each m location is reported in Fig. 3 .
